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The Sixth Annual OLCA
Women's Conference held last
weekend in Rochester, Indiana
created an energetic community
between administration, students,
and faculty, according 10 those who
attended. The title of this year's
conference was "Towards A
Feminist Transformation Of The
Academy."
Kenyon was represented by sixteen
members: Professors Terry
Schubach, Cyrus Banning, Joyce
Parr, Dean Townsend, Joan Cadden,
Katherine Edwards, Provost Jerry
Irish and Pat Irish, Librarian Jamie
Peele, Russell Batt, and students
Carolyn Wilson, Ellen Montague,
Lisa Wood, KayeLynn Johnson,
Laura Jones and Cathy Hazlett.
Through vigorous interaction at
the conference, many of the Kenyon
representatives came away with a
variety of new ideas to stimulate
change on campus. Others went on to
say that the weekend in Indiana
provided them with a unique op-
portunity to get to know one another
as equals.
The theme of .. A Feminist
Transformation of the Academy"
stressed change in every aspect of
academia, of which the. 1',l-
corporation of feminist material In
the curriculum is only a part.
One emphasis was 'on the need for
a change in the methodology of
education. Another emphasis was on
equality, friendship, and community
as integral parts of the trans-
fonnation.
"One important aspect was the
advocation of experimental learn-
continued on page eight
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Council Recommends Increase In Student Activities Fee
organizations, according to
Treasurer Keith Krusz.
Steve Coenen announced several
changes in the procedure of Custom
Food Service. A food line will be
opened up in Gund Snack Shop after
Thanksgiving. Mr. Coenen also
stated that students may now receive
two first entrees during meals.
Students will still be entitled to
additional servings.
During new business Council
passed a morton calling for the
creation of at-large positions to fill
vacancies. The motion must now be
passed by Senate. The motion would
append Campus Constitution Article
III, section 3, to read, "If there is not
a sufficient number of nominees for
any of the positions before said
election Student Council shall create
the number of all campus at large
positions to complete a 26 member
Student Council." A motion
allowing Freshmen to run for the
positions was defeated.
Also during new business Council
voted on the membership of several
Standing Committees. Council
approved the members of the
Housing Committee, which includes
Zali Win, Myles Aldennan, Pam
Becky, Kristin Crawford, Tom
Hedge, Dru Johnston, Nathan Sch-
wartz, Gordon Steele, Cam
Tawbridge, Sarah Corey and Dean
Reading. Council also appointed
Steve Blomgren Chair of Media
Board.
Council created an ad hoc
delegation to examine the ad-
ministrations "scrutinous" in-
vestigation of fraternities. The
Delegation includes Bruce Berlin,
Keith KrUSl. and Stephanie Suntken.
The delegation wiu try to determine
whether Dean Reading's charges
against several fraternities should
have been addressed to the IFC
instead of Judicial Board.
During open forum Council passed
a motion to have Media Board
examine The Collegians's publication
priorities because the newspaper did
.not print a story about Social Board
in last week's issue. One member
stated that the article should have
taken precedence over the feature
stories and political forum. The
member went on to say that national
issues could be read about in
Newsweek, and that the Social Board.
ticle was a "more pressing
matter."
By STEVE ROSENBUSH
During last week's Committee
Reports, Student Council approved
Finance Committee's recom-
mendation for a $10 increase of the
Student Activities Fee. The issue will
be resolved on December 4 by a
student referendum. Freshmen,
sophmores and juniors will vote.
The raise is intended to benefit,
Kenyon's special interest groups and
service organizations. Much of the
raise is needed to defray student
publication's paper costs and the
expense of converting WKCO to a
100 watt station. If the fee is not
raised by more than $8.50 there will
be no money to assist other
Four Seniors Are Nominated For
Prestigious Watson Fellowships
G.P.A.'s Stabilize After
FluctuationOf RecentYears
By SALLY McGILL
Nancy Collings, Kaye Lynn
Johnson, Scott Paisley and Margaret
Siesfeld have been nominated by the
College for Warson Fellowships. The
four were selected by the sub-
committee on Awards and
Fellowships of the Faculty Com-
mittee on Student Affairs."
The Watson Foundation provides
up to 70 students, from a group of 50
colleges to which Kenyon belongs,
with $8,000 apiece ($11,000 for
married students). Each of the 50
colleges nominates two or four
students (Kenyon may nominate
four) for a total of 176 nominees,
The Watson Foundation stresses
not grades, but carefully thought-
out, concrete proposals which should
be "realistic, imaginative, and
personally significant." Also, the
Foundation insists that its fellows
study abroad and not at academic
institutions. On approximately
March 15, 1981, the Watson
Foundation will announce the names
of the 1981Watson Fellows.
In the meantime, the Foundation
will be evaluating the 176 nominees,
including the four Kenyon students
mentioned above. These four have
each developed proposals pertaining
either to their major field of study or
to an interest outside of academics.
For instance, Nancy Collings, a
drama major whose special interest
lies in scene and lighting design,
wishes "to study scene design and
stage lighting in Czechoslavokia.
England and France." Specifically,
she hopes to examine the contrasts in
these areas between American drama
and Czech drama, and then study
England and France, because they
available, the statistics for the
previous two years, at 2.631 for 1977-
78 and 2.633 for 1978-79, show an
imperceptible change. Prior to this,
there had been a more marked
reduction in grades, but it was still at
a low level.
Those interviewed at Kenyon
seemed to agree thai the ad-
ministration does not set strict
guidelines as to the percentages of
various levels of grades given. There
are, however, various factors that
could have caused the G.P.A. to
fluctuate. One example given by a
member of the facult y is the in-
creasing diversity of talent now
found in Kenyon. The professor
interviewed said that increasing
diversity "makes it hazardous to talk
about grade inflation or deflation."
Since a rather large number of
Kenyon graduates go on to graduate
school, many students are concerned
about how their grades compare with
those of students from other colleges.
Dean Edwards commented, "Grad
schools are, aware of Kenyon'S
standards. They appreciate the fact
that our grades are an accurate
assessment of a student's ability."
This refers to a common fear that the
more stringent grading standards and
resulting lower G.P .A. put Kenyon
grads at a disadvantage in the
competition for acceptance at the
best schools.
As for future trends, Mr.
Williamson said, "I'd be surprised if
it went up significantly, but I don't
foresee it going down." Dean
Edwards added, "Our present
standards should prevail."
By LYNN TRAVERS
Grade deflation, a decline in
student grade point average, now
appears to be less prevalent than was
earlier supposed. This new trend
follows the period of large-scale
grade inflation which took place
between the mid-l%O's and the early
1970's.
While there was an appreciable
drop in student G.P .A. at Kenyon
between 1977-78 and 1978-79, it was
followed by an increase of a mere .03
this year. This brought the 1979-80
'-:i;r.~evaverage to 2.85. Previous to
(JUte somewhat large drop, there had
hb.e:e::rithree consecutive years of
fl~es very close to 2.90.
'Similarly, at Denison University,
there has been an extremely stable
pattern in student's grades. After
rising to the relatively high level of
3.0 five years ago, G.P .A.'s at the
university gradually have fallen to
approximately 2.85, where they have
held for the last two years. Denison
Registrar, Larr Murdock, states that
a possible reason for this plateau is
that "the faculty has stabilized its
own position" where grades are
concerned. He also feels that
Denison's student body is more
consistent today.
Ohio State University's figures
represent the same basic trends as do
those or the smaller institutions.
Using the figures that Associate
Provost Terry Roarke provided, it
was found that grades at OSU also
have reached a stable level. While
figures for last year were not
Meg Siesfeld, Nancy Co/lings, Scott Poisley, and Kayr LYIIII Johnsoll (1I0t
pktlJred) are the nomineesfor this yrar's WatSOIlFellowships.
represent two intermediate forms
with respect to drama.
Collings explains that Czech
drama is completely the opposite of
American drama. "The Czechs have
been experimenting not with the
content of drama, but with technical
innovations, with concepts in visual
form, whereas in the U.S. we are
experimenting with content and
form. The two methods are at two
different ends of the spectrum. I'd
like to know why the two "ends"
have developed. For example, is it a
result of the fact that the Czechs are
socially, economically, emotionally,
and politically repressed? Is the
emphasis on the technical aspect
something which is very successful in
Czechoslavokia but would not be
here?"
Finally, Collings wishes to discover
why the Czech method is successful
and whether or not the two different
methods could somehow be unified
"to make a better type of drama,"
She plans to do this by studying the
funding of theaters, the education of
the designers, the reactions of the
audiences, and one scenographer in
particular, Joseph Svobda. a teacher
at the Institute of Scenography at
Prague. As Collings says, "Joseph
Svobda is the predominant force in
scene design and stage lighting in the
20th century. He uses a whole dif-
ferent rationale than most people
when developing scenes and lighting,
and he has a fresh approach to the
matter. One of his innovations is the
Wan of Light, a turn-of·the-century
concept which makes light a
structural scenic element."
Kaye Lynn Johnson', proposal
encompasses both an academic
interest and an extracurrieular ODe.
She hopes "to &0 to Japan and study
traditional domestic ardlitecturc.'·
Her proposal embodies the lona-
standing interest she bas In houIa
and her experience with ICUlPfina.
continued on ptlge,.1II
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Cui Bono?
The Great Lakes College Association Women's Conference
entitiled "Towards a Feminist Transformation of the Academy"
was educational and exciting for all those who attended. Many
of them say they have ideas for positive change at the College.
Lectures, panel discussions, workshops, films and informal
meetings were among the conference activities. Consideration of
the integration of feminist issues and concerns into the
curriculum and education in general was also a major theme of
the weekend.
Sixteen members of the Kenyon community, including
students, faculty and administrators, both men and women,
were present. This points toward an increasing interest at
Kenyon in feminist issues and studies.
During the past few years, a number of courses at Kenyon
have been initiated which have a feminist perspective. They
include the History of Ideas of Male and Female, taught by
Professor Cadden, Feminist Issues in Philosophy, taught by
Professor Banning, and Sex Roles in a Cross-Cultural Per-
spective, taught by Professor Rita Kipp. These courses alsc:>~~_
"demcnsttattve of enthusiasm for women's studies here.
We feel that this greater awareness of feminist issues and
concerns is a positive step forward in the direction of a complete,
modern, liberal arts education. Kenyon should encourage and
increase opportunities for such studies.
The initiation of a women's conference here at Kenyon would
be an appropriate and innovative forum for the increased
awareness in feminist concerns at the College.
Nearly 300 people attended last weekend's conference in
Rochester, Indiana. Clearly, Kenyon does not have the capacity
to accommodate a colloquium of that size. However, the
meeting held in Rochester is one of the most celebrated of its
kind, and Kenyon should not initially attempt to rival it in scope
or magnitude. Such a conference could be structured similarly to
the OLCA's symposium and include workshops, concerts, and
inc:Jude the reading of papers.
A conference of this kind could be open to the entire campus.
It could expand the educational horizons of members of the
Kenyon community.
On Anti-Semitism
In the past two weeks, two articles have appeared in the
Collegian about the recent rise in anti-Semitic activities in
Western Europe and the repression of Jews in the Soviet Union.
As rational beings, we are alarmed by the increase and con-
tinuation of anti-Semitism.
What can members of the Kenyon community do to help
correct these horrific prejudices? .
In his recent visit to Kenyon, Igor Tufeld, a former citizen of
the Soviet Union who is now studying in Israel, urged students to
write to Soviet authorities appealing for the release of his
parents. Both of Mr. Tufeld's parents are ill, and have been
denied necessary medical attention in the Soviet Union.
We strongly urge Kenyon students to write to Soviet Premier
Brezhnev, and to Mr. Tufeld's parents at Moscow B-120,.
Chkalova 4112, Apt. 242.
This will be a positive symbolic gesture on the part of
members of the community which could bring about a won-
derful result.
Naked Self-Interest
At last week's meeting, Student Council approved a proposed
referendum to be voted on by students on December 4th,
concerning a $10 increase in the student activities fee.
We recommend that you vote yes on the referendum.
There has not been a substantial increase in this fee for some
time, and if student publications are to continue to be printed,
and if WKCO is to become an 100 watt station, these monies will
be necessary. Further, other campus organizations are in need of
the increased funds.
The referendum requires 51070 of the student body to vote
yes in order to pass. If you do not vote, you are effectively
rejecting the referendum, because a non-vote will be counted as
a vote against the increased fee.
Vote yes!
Ttl.,
~t'il C II .';!:~J1!Iti'. 0 egranKenyon
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Economics or Reality?
To the Editor,
After reading Mr. Batchelder's
letter in the Oct. 30 Collegian, 'I was
reminded of the old adage of "are
you talking reality, or economics?"
Mr. Batchelder seems to be talking
economics. He implores Kenyon
students to "Help Africans obtain
the jobs, the skills, the experience,
and the leverage that will lift them
out of subsistence agriculture and out
of the bonds of apartheid." It takes a
great deal of faith to accept this
incrementalist economic approach to
change in South Africa. It also
ignores the social and historical
realities of apartheid and its
totalitarian modes of repression. In
America we were civilized enough to
free our black slaves in 1865 after a
civil war. Even with equal rights and
with all due economic progress, up
until the 1960's they still did not sit
on the same benches as whites. One
may look around here at Kenyon and
see how well blacks have been
Ieconomically assimilated with
American society.
America is by no means as
primitive as the racist regime in
South Africa which has increased,
not decreased, the amount of
repression of the apartheid laws since
Botha took office in 1978 and gave
lip service to reforms. How long do
you think gradualist reforms would
take to remove the hundreds of
apartheid laws on the books and the
attitudes and power behind them? If
you were a black South African how
long could you wait? What are your
expectations?
Mr. Batchelder mentioned job
skills and experience as being
necessary [0 lift blacks out of
economic despair. In a General
Motors contingency plan for their
South African works (1978) it was
stated, "The concept of utilizing
plant personnel in a dual function
(plant defense in case of riots) is
related to the fact that key skills,
technical and managerial expertise
are concentrated in the same
population group from which
defense requirements must be
drawn." Whites only.
Even with the legitimizing rhetoric
of the Sullivan Principles, American
corporations still must work within
the apartheid system.
Finally Mr. Batchelder noted that
70,0CI0jobs are provided to blacks by
American corporations. There are 20
million blacks in South Africa. There
is close to 2(}Ofo unemployment for
these people. Schools, nutrition, and
health care are grossly inadequate for
these 20 million. Mr. Batchelder,
even with more foreign investment
and jobs there seems to be a little
distribution problem. The rural
blacks are rural because they are
denied the mobility to move to the
cities.
It is part of my concern as a human
being to wonder why a country as
rich in natural resources as South
Africa stili forces the majority of its
population to live at a subsistence
level. I cannot be an apologist for
American investments which aid
and abet the racist system which will
perpetuate this suffering.
Bryan Snyder '81
Public Television
To the Editor:
The letter in the November 6th
Collegian from Nils Samuels '84
raises a very valid point. The College
is indeed committed to providing
access to public television on sets
available to studen'lS in all dor-
mitories, lounges and apartments.
Since last summer I have been
consulting with the Maintenance
Department in upgrading existing
PBS reception allover campus, and
re-establishing it where necessary.
The project is not yet finished.
Unfortunately, there is a defect in
our own mini-cable system con-
necting Caples, McBride, Mather,
Bexley Place, and the New Apart-
-mems. That PBS amplifier is out for
repairs, and those areas will receive
PBS as soon as this made-to-order
.amplifier is fixed. Work is continuing
in other areas of the campus. Please
bear with us as we work toward the
goal of making the many excellent
PBS programs available to aU.
Franklin Miller, Jr.
Professor of Physics
Synchronize the Clocks
To the Editor,
Let me relate an experience to you.
To some, perhaps many, it will sound
familiar. I only hope this letter will
remove the possibility of others being
exposed to this kind of petty an-
noyance.
At 12;52, Saturday afternoon, I
raced from my room in Old Kenyon
down to Peirce Hall. I got there at
about five of, only to be greeted by
an empty salad bar, and apologetic
glances from the people behind the
equally empty lunch counter. One of
the girls stationed there had just
handed someone a ham sandwich, so
I asked for one too. As I was about
to receive this bounty, there was a
call from the back, and sustenance
was .abruptly withdrawn. This an-
noyed me. Someone came out and
told me that they had closed five
minutes ago, I responded with the
fact that five minutes ago it had been
five of one. He checked with hi,
watch and, finding that not to his
liking, checked the one in the kit-
chen. That one was better; it said five
after. When he then showed me his
watch, which at that point said 1:01,
my stomach provoked me to repeat
that I'd been there five minutes ago.
All this was to no avail, "Rules are
Rules." Yes! I agree! And if I'd been
violating them, I promise you I'd not
be griping. But the fact is that they
weren't going by their rule of closing
at one. I can see as they'd be eager to
get out of there as soon as possible. I
can even grant them the small in-
convenience of having to ask for the
food. But I won't stand for being put
off and put off until it actually is too
late. Masochism may be fun for
some, but 1prefer to eat.
The solution to this problem seems
rather simple. Change the kitchen
clock to actual school time, and
don't put aU the food away until
then. I'm not hard to please, if I'm
there just before closing, I'll settle
for a peanut buller and jelly sand-
wich. But empty talk of inappli~!!'b,k
rules and regulations cannot fill my
stomach, nor can it endear Custom
to an already estranged student body.
A little consideration, if only on the
weekends, might help a bit.
Sincerely,
Amy McCloskey
KCDC Tid<ets
To the Editor:
The Kenyon College Dramatic
Club regrets that so many members
of the community were turned away
from its production of Hay Fever on
last Friday and Saturday niahts. The
~boxoffice staff wants to remind you
that the box office is open 1:00-5:00
p.m. daily except Sunday, eight days
in advance of a production in the
Bolton Theater and five days in
advance of a production in the Hill
Theater. Tickets for most produc-
tions are free to Kenyon students
who present their ID's at the box
office. Check Newscope or The
Collegian for opening nights. We're
looking forward to seeing you in the
theater often.
Sincerely,
Celia Sedwick
secretary, KCDC
November 13] 1980 The Kenyon Collegian
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An Ideological Struggle Within The New Republican Party
May Jeopardize The Chances For Change In American Politics
By SAMUEL ADAMS
Last week's election ended a long
and hard fought contest, bringing
Ronald Reagan a surprising landslide
victory over incumbent Jimmy
Carter. This week a new contest has
begun; one which, though more
discreet, is hardly less decisive in its
importance. The Republican victory
has brought about a struggle within
that party for the right to its
ideological helm. On the one side of
this confrontation are the traditional
or "moderate" Republicans (typified
by their senior representative former
president Gerald Ford), and on the
other side are those who have come
to be called the "New Right" or
"Neo-conservatives". A highly
motivated, efficient and venomous
group, the New Right constitutes one
of the most dangerous political
phenomena in recent times.
Using carefully orchestrated
pamphleteering and extensive ad-
vertising campaigns this new con-
servative movement was able to assist
in the ousting of "targeted" liberal
Democratic Senators; including
senators McGovern, Bayh and
Church. Their role in Reagan's
election was also substantial.
Conservative religious groups s...ch as
the "Moral Majority" (which has a
retinue of some 70,000 churches) and
the powerful lobby "Cbrtsttan
Voice" gave Reagan tremendous
support. In tum their influence on
Reagan has not been slight, and it is
certain that the ami-E.R.A. and anti-
abortion segments of the Republican
platform are in large part at-
tributed to their influence.
There can be little doubt chat the
New Right is going to continue to try
to exert its influence on the Reagan
Administration. Evidence of this
trend is palpable in the "Family
Protection Act'" which, sponsored
by Christian Voice and introduced by
close Reagan advisor Senator Paul
Laxalt (R.-Nev.), proposes a number
of hard-line measures which verge on
idiocy. Foremost among these
measures is a provision to prohibit
subsidized Public Interest Lawyers
from handling cases which involve
desegregation or divorce, and a
provision to suspend federal
education money to states that
disallow prayer in public buildings
(principally schools). Also supported
by Christian Voice are: an amend-
ment to the constitution prohibiting
abortion, and a massive increase in
defense spending.
The New Right is not composed
simply of religious fanatics, however.
Moving hand-in-glove with the Moral
-Majority, et alia, is an intellectual
elite dedicated to conservative
causes. This elite is comprised
primarily of young, energetic men
who, dissatisfied with the Liberal
experiment of the 60's, have turned
to a revitalized, modified, laissez-
falre perspective and individualist
philosophy. Their views are
characterized by an antipathy for
governmental regulation, and a faith
in the capacity of the Free Market to
curb inflation and bring renewed
productivity, with the proper
guidance, At the vanguard of this
element of the New Right are men
such as Jack Kemp and Arthur
Laffer, who are the progenitors of
the 30070 tax cut (over a three year
period) which President-elect Reagan
currently supports. The dedication
and organization with which the New
Right has operated has brought it
significant success, and may
ultimately bring its influence into the
oval office.
The extent to which Reagan will be
influenced by the New Right is
unclear. Surely the moderate
Republicans will continue to exercise
their established influence, and this
should have some moderating effect
upon the far right. The decisive
factor, however, will be the stance
taken by the American people. For
while the political attitudes of the
average American have obviously
shifted to the right, Reagan's election
cannot be interpreted as an
unequivocal affirmation of the New
Right; though the New Right itself
has interpreted it this way. This is
because the apparently conservative
outlook of the American electorate is
surely a reaction to the failure of
Democratic policy, among other
things. The inability of Carter to deal
with inflation was of crucial im-
portance in this election, and the
mood of the voters may change
substantially if Reagan is unable to
curb inflation either; but this remains
to be seen. Nevertheless, though the
electorate's vigorous endorsement of
the Republican Party signals a new
lease on life for the G.O.P, and a
new era in American politics, the
current conservative wave must be
recognized as largely transient, at
least as far as the popular American
political attitudes are concerned.
The transitory nature of the new
conservatism amongst the populace
does not mean that the New Right is
not a potent and volatile force.
Armed with the policies of yesteryear
(attired in new intellectual clothing
albeit), and fueled by their own
enthusiasm and some significant
popular support, the New Right can
hope not only to influence the
Reagan administration, but to shape
the Republican Party for the years to
come. It is the responsibility of all
those interested in the health of the
American political system, and
particularly the responsibility of
Moderate Republicans, to meet the
challenge presented by the New
Right, and compel it to abandon its
atavistic policy proposals and join in
forging a new Republican consensus.
Moreover, the work of the'
Democrats cannot (and in some
senses ought not) be dismantled
completely. Rather the new
Republican party will have to
recognize the necessity of some social
programs initiated by the Democrats,
while continuing in the ambitfon nr
minimizing the interterence of
government in the private sector. The
new Repeblican party will have to
resist the excesses of the New Right,
which are very nearly simple reac-
tions to liberal excesses, while
pursuing the objectives which lie at
the core of traditional Republicati
politics. For while the Democratic
consensus appears for the meantime
to have failed, it is imperative that
the New Right be checked by
moderate and liberal Republicans.
For if the New Right prevails, and
the American populace tires of
conservative Republican dogma.
then the new Repubucan consensus
will disintegrate and the potential
for real change on the American
political scene will be lost.
Moderate Or Conservative:
Which Is TheReal Reagan?
By ANNA GRIMES
and MARGARET MORGAN
"For a grealer respect for human life
in our country and for the protection
of all life, especially for the unborn,
tei us pray. "
This is a sample of the breakfast
prayers at the convention which
nominated our new president. The
spirit ef the prayer is strong, and so
are President-elect Reagan's attitudes
towards the Equal Rights Amend-
ment and abortion. Not only has he
supported a platform which rejects
the ERA, but Reagan has also stated
his support for a constitutional
amendment banning legal abortions.
Regardless of our personal opinions
on the subject of women's rights and
the abortion issue, Mr. Reagan's
conservative rhetoric does not seem
totally consistent.
Perhaps women's liberation
should not be a constitutional issue,
yet if this is the case, neither should
abortion. Reagan seems to believe
that there is no need for ERA, and he
may well be right ... so why bother
with an anti-abortion amendment?
Reagan has said that ERA is an
issue -to be decided on a state level,
but he supports a nationwide ban on
abortions in the form of a con- .
stitutional amendment. However,
during his reign as governor of
California, Mr. Reagan supported
legal abortions and state funding of
abortions for welfare recipients. Not
only has Reagan reversed his stand
on abortion, he has placed these
similar moral issues within the
separate realms of state and federal
government concerns.
Despite the panic generated among
liberals and feminists in the wake of
this month's elections, we believe
that the improved status of women in
the U.S. is irreversible. As Gloria
Stein em said, "the women's
movement didn't start in
Washington, and it won't be stopped
by il."
Hopefully, Reagan's moderate
actions of the past will continue to
balance his conservative campaign
rhetoric.
•
January Draft Registration: What Will Students Do?
By JOSHUA WELSH
In January, the government is
registering another batch of young
men for the draft. Being one of them
myself, I've been talking to many
people about the issue. I've learned a
lot about student views, but
primarily I have become frustrated
- frustrated by the obvious lack of
thought given to the issue, and by the
slipshod excuses for why people
haven't bothered to think about it.
January is not far away. When
asked, "What do you think of
registration?", or more
threateningly, "Do you plan on
registering?" the answer is alW¥; the
same: "Oh, registration. Ye , I'll
register, I mean, I have to."
However, the reasons behind this
answer vary greatly.
The most common reason given is
that the government needs us to
register. They wouldn't think of
drafting us now, th~ just want our
names in their computers, in case.
When I ask, "00 you think that the'.
government has the right to register
and do you want to register?" they
usually say that it is wrong but that
it's only signing your name and
address to a piece of paper. No big
deal. Do these people favor a
peacetime draft and would they go if
there was one? No and yes respec-
tively, they respond. These are the
Conformists, the people who think
that war, the draft and registration
are wrong, but wiD comply with the
government anyway. If r press them
for concrete reasons for this
behavior, ttleyather refuse to argue
any further, or give out illogical and
fallacioU:s arguments. Not that they
believe them, but they feel pressured
and think that I am forcing them to
explain why they'll do something that
they feel is wron~. And thus ends the
COnversation_inconfusion.
WE Ht-.'4ENT~VEM H\to\
1\Wf\\..KU~...H~,
GO GET ll\Eva...
Another Common argument given
is "Well, I'm going to register, but I
won't go if they draft me. I'm just
,doing it so that they won't jail me or
make me pay the fine. It's not worth
the hassle, but I still feel that
registration is wrong." Other than
avoiding jail sentences, these people
have no other reasons to register.
That seems to be their only
motivation. If and when a draft
comes, shall they use the same
argument? Conforming to the system
to avoid punishment is an argument
used to justify .deing anything t!:l.~lJ
the government tells you to do.
And then "there are a few who
support registration, and if
necessary, a draft. Although I'm sure
that there is someone who could give
me one, I have yet to hear a serious
and well-thought-cut argument for
it. They are usually much like the
first group, the conformists-in that
ffiey feel pressured and say intelligent
things like "It's time that we showed
Russia who's Number One around
here."
What is frustrating is that all these
people are not being morally or
politically consistent. Perhaps they.
consider that too impractical an'!
idealistic. So they compromise their
beliefs and try to think that
registration isn't a big issue, really.
There is an argument niissini, or'
perhaps two - two consistent
arguments, one 8$ainst: and one in
,fl!Yor or registration. The first one
says that there is a definite link
between registration and the draft.
Obviously the' government isn't
•
-
registering us because it enjoys
sending out forms or because it wants
to know our names for the hell of it.
After all, they just finished doing the
census; they know all that.
Registration is not harmless; it is
there so they can draft you. In 1979,
.Anny Chief of Staff Bernard Rogers
wasn't joking around when he said
"I suggest the evolutionary ap-
preach: first start to register, -3J!d£Cl
us accustomed to that .
then commence classlfication .
then ... start to draft
for the individual ready
reserves." This arsument also holds
that if one is against registration and
war, that he has a n'Sponsibility not
to rrgister, since registration is
showing support for the system.
This argument is Dot a selfISh one.
It is interested in peace and main-
taining the most freedom for the
people of this country, freedoms
which are threatened by tb,e existence
of draft and registration;! And
finally, this argument must include a
strong and genuine attempt by those
who believe it to defend it and
elucidate it to those who are unsure
what they believe.
There is another argument which is
equally unheard on campw and that
is the argument supportinl
registration. This argument must
have faeu to back it up, and mun be
defended and expressed by those who
believe it.
This piece is not intended to be just
another anti-draft viewpoint. It is
meant to expr~s my frustration at
"tbe·apathy, the selfIShness, the sod ..
Jazin~ that permeates the Kenyon
cainpus. I think it extendJ'beyond •
sinate issue like the draft - it is •
general attitude of hopelessneu aDd
therefore apathy, and certainty DOt
one of thought. AJtboqp thiI may
be the cue across tlte nlition, it does
not excuse Kenyon.
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Gund Concerts Continue
The Continuum Ensemble will be the featured performers at the
second Gund Concert of the season, to be presented at S p.m., Friday,
Nov. 14 in Rosse. The group is well known in New York for its annual
series of retrospective concerts-evenings devoted to single composers
of foremost stature and influence-which aim to demonstrate the
continuity of the western musical tradition.
The evening wilTinclude music of Stravinsxy, Davidovsky, Kircher,
Schoenburg, and Charles Ives. The concert is open to the public without
charge. In addition, Friday morning at 10 the group will hold a public
workshop on Shoenburg's "Pterrot Lunaire".
Colburn Showcases Prints
What are the intaglio and lithographic prints? How does one differ
from the other? Colburn Gallery will answer these questions as it
showcases the two styles of printmaking in a exhibit continuing through
Friday, Nov. 21.
Carl Grupp, a professor of art at Augustana College, specializes in
lithographic printing, an art-form not taught at Kenyon and seldom
seen in the Colburn Gallery. The medium was exploited by many artists
in the 19th century including Goya, Manet, Degas, and Toulouse-
Lautrec, whose posters are celebrated as lithographic masterpieces."
Although lithography is commonly done in just black and white, Grupp
has included one color print in his collection. .
Intaglio printing will be presented through the works of James Munce
of Kansas State University. Intaglio is a method of etching or engraving
lines or patterns into the surface of a metal plate in order to produce a
printed image. Munce frequently expresses Biblical themes in his work
and many of these Biblical prints are included in the Colburn
exhibition.
Rosse Hosts Guitar Recital
The Kenyon College Department of Music will present a recital by
Jeffrey Rossman, classical guitarist, on Tuesday, November 18 at 8
p.m. in Rosse Hall Auditorium. Mr. Rossman will be performing music
by John Dowland, J.S. Bach, Isaac Albeniz, Joaquin Turina, Manuel
Ponce, and Lennox Berkeley.
Mr. Rossman teaches classical guitar at Kenyon and also at OSU,
where he is a candidate for the Ph.D.
'Gamekeeper' Plays In Hill
"The Gamekeeper" an original modern comedy premieres this
weekend in the Hill Theater. Loree Friedman, senior drama major,
wrote and directed the playas part of her senior exercise. She says, "it is
a play that teaches you a game." Tickets are available from I to 5 p.m.
daily at the Bolton box office for $1, free to students with l.D. God has
broken the rules, mankind has broken the rules, and now the
Gamekeeper is here.
Unique Collections Highlight
The Rare Book Room
By JULIA MARLOWE
On Saturday, Sept. 13, 1980, a rare
copy of The Nuremburg Chronicle
~was stolen from Chalmer's Library.
The publicity that surrounded the
incident was, for many Kenyon
students, the first hint of the
existence of a rare book room here at
Kenyon.
In the midst of inquiries such as
"Who stole the book?", and
"Where is it now?", some of us were
wondering, "Why did we have it in
the first place?", and "What other
rare books do we have?"
The Nuremburg Chronicle,
published in 1493, is only one of
many rare and old books available by
permission at Chalmer's Library.
"The rare book room and vault,"
explained head librarian William P.
Dameron, "houses a special
collection of books that we wish to
keep under strict control-to
preserve them physically and against'
theft." The criterion for placing a
book in the vault is arbitrary; for
instance, all How to Play Chess
books are down there because when
they are placed in the open stacks,'
they are frequently stolen.
The rare book room is more
selective, and contains volumes in
several groups. Most notable of these
is The Riker Collection. a collection
of first and early editions of the
poetry of W. B. Yeats; and The
TyPography Collection, which in-
eludes books considered to be
examples of excellent presses, and
books written about fine printing
technique.
Another major possession is the R.
R. Donnelly Corporation set. This
limited edition set is a collection of
writings dealing with American
History, and it now consists of over
seventy volumes, with new volumes
being published annually. Many of
the texts found in this set have never
been published previously, making if
a very valuable resource to students
of American history, and a very rare
one.
Other books contained in the rare
book room include first editions and
old books which are scarce. though
in many cases rebinding has
lessened their value.
All of the books contained in the
rare book room have been obtained
by donations to the library;
ChaltTIer's has no program of
purchasing these works. As Dameron
pointed out, "These books are nice
to have, but they have an impact on
only a tiny percentage of the student
body. The library's funding goes to a
more direct effect in improving the
quality of the stacks."
The materials in the rare bOOk
room and in the vaull for the most
part do not circulate. They are,
however, available to anyone for
perusal. Students need only request
entrance \0 the room to have access.
to these fascinating resources.
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e The Dirty Dozen e
. The Dirty Dozen. Directed by
Robert Aldrich. 1967. 149 minutes,
U.S.A. With Lee Marvin, Ernest
Borgn ine, Robert Ryan, Telly
Savalas, John Cassavetes. Fri., Nov'l
14, 10 p.m. Rosse. Sun., Nov. 15,8
p.m. Rosse.
A film about World War IImade
during the Vietnam era is not likely
to be a traditionally patriotic. anti-
Red depiction. In The Dirty
Dozen Robert Aldrich forgoes the
"hawks and doves" theme to deal
'msteac with man's need for. and
eesennrem of, authority. Made in
the midst of a highly unpopular war,
this film is a pioneering look at the
military chain of command, topped
by the General (Ernest Borgnine), the
"raving lunatic" West Point Colonel
(Robert Ryan), and Lee Marvin as
the Major who must train the terrible
twelve. ,
These dozen men begin as Wartime;
criminals, rapists and murderers"
saved from the gallows or life im-t
prisonment to perform a do-or-ale'
mission. The overt violence starts as
Marvin literally whips the crew into
shape, and in the process manages to
create a strong team spirit out of
once bitter hatred. The irony of these
convicted killers training for sane-
tioned slaughter of a benign bunch of
Nazi officers and their wives, is
topped by the aching need for
authority which each of the dozen
succumbs to.
This action-packed and funny
movie features the very respectable-
acting debut of Jim Brown, former
Cleveland Browns fullback, as part
of a uniformly superb cast. And yet,
,even a-dozen years after the
Ifrighteningly similar massacre at My
Lai (which occured shortly after this
film was made), some viewers may be
shocked that such valiant conformity
to authoritarianism climaxes in cold
blood.
•• ,Watership Down ••
'Watership Down. Directed by
Martin Rosen. With the voices of
Richard Briers, John Hurt, and Zero
Mostel. Color, 1975, 97 min. Sat.,
Nov. IS, 8 p.m. Sun., Nov. 16,10;30
p.m.
Richard Adams' classic Watership
Down finds its way to the screen in
this remarkable film adaption by
Martin Rosen. Taking advantage of a
talented team of animators and an
equally talented cast of British ac-
tors, he has created a touching and
gripping tale with all the fast-paced
suspense ofa war film.
Adams' book, a socio-political
farrtasy about a group of rabbits who
leave their warren in search of a new
home, has a simplicity about it that
would have seemed impossible to
translate to the screen without losing
its underlying depth and becoming a
sentimental, Disneyish story about
bunnies. But Rosen has captured not
only the integrity and essenti~l
adultness of the book, but 'its subtle
variations of tone, its vivid
characterizations - indeed, Adams'
very style. One way he achieves this
end is bv creating characters rather
than caricatures - by refusing to
overstate and exaggerate the vocal
qualities and actions of his characters
as is so often done in animation.
animation. .
Those unfamiliar with the book·
00 00
may miss one or two words in the
rabbit tongue ("hraka," for in-.
stance, means rabbit droppings -
remember that to catch one of the
best lines in the film), and the bucks
may be a bit hard to distinguish from
one another visually. But the ex-
cellent vocals leave no doubt who is
who, the film's single ill-conceived
'segment - a musical interlude - is
quickly absorbed by the action, and
the final conflict between the warren
rabbits and the dictatorial regime of
General Woundwort is breathtaking.
For old admirers of Adams' work, or
Jar new initiates into the lapine
world, Watership Down stands as
perhaps the most mature piece of
feature-length animation to date.
,. Dr. Straneeloce ••
Dr. Strangelove. Produced and
directed by Stanley Kubrick. With
Peter Sellers, George C. Scott,
Sterling Hayden, Slim Pickens,
Keenan Wynn, and Peter Bull. 93
min. b/w. 1963. Fri., Nov. 14,8 p.m.
at Bio Aud. Sat., Nov. 15, 10 p.m. at
Rosse.
This classic comedy stars the
talents of Peter Sellers in a satirical
look at military elitism. Sellers plays
three roles: Mirlin Muffley, a
Stevensonian U.S. President; a
British captain; and Dr. Strangelove,
a crazed, thinly disguised Wernher
von Braun.
Dr. Strange/ave starts with an
insane Air Force general Jack D.
.Ripper (Sterling Hayden), who is
worried about the Ruskies' poisoning
of our water with fluoride, thus
interfering with the "purity of our
body fluids." Ripper instructs his
airborne nuclear bombers to attack
various Russian targets, without the
knowledge of the President or of the
Russians' "Doomsday Device."
The Presicent and his aides, led
by George C. Scott as General
"Buck" Turgidson, then seek to
correct Ripper's overexuberance.
Unfortunately, nothing can be done
and Slim Pickens starts the domino
effect by riding the bomb down to
doom, with a wave of his Stenson
and a yeDof sheer exhilaration.
The film closes with an epidemic of
nuclear explosions, billowing up into
the atmosphere, while a sweet
German voice sings "We'll Meet
Again Some Sunny Day." The
clouds metamorphose gracefully into
a beautiful sunset as the credits roll.
Initially criticized as anti-
American, Dr. Strange/ave is now
reco.wized as the oerfect burlesque
of a McCarthyistic era, a burlesque
that beComes more humorous With
time.
e The President's Men.
All The President's Men. Directed
by Alan J. Pakula. With Roben
Redford, Dustin Hoffman, and
Jason Robards. Screenplay by
William Golding. 1976. Color. 135
minutes. Tues., Nov.18,lOp.m.
This remarkable motion picture
must certainly be judged as one of
the best films to come out of
Hollywood in the 1970'5. Based on
Woodward and Bernstein's account
of their discovery of the Wateraate
November 13; 1911)
cover-up, the film remains, never.
theless, much more than a mete
chronicle of tbe political intrigues or
Richard Nixon's Whitehouse. Allthe
President's Men is at once the fint
'honest, realistic portrayal of the
press in action and a detective stmy
of the first order.
The plot is necessarily familillr,
Two young reporters for The
Washington Post are assigned to lIJl
apparently routine story only to
discover they've stumbled Onto the
crime of the century. Tracking down
the facts through the bureaucratic
labyrinths of Washington, Our boys
find themselves pitted against in.
credulous editors and a White House
that Vito Corleone would have been
proud of. As the political paWns
begin to give way, however, the truth
comes to light and our most powerful
pobtccs come tumbling down.
The success of the 'film hinges
almost entirely on co-producer and
star Robert Redford's and director
Alan Pakula's sense of restraint.
That Redford and Pakula chose to
view the story of the exposition Qfthe
Watergate affair as essentially a
detective story, and not as a polemic:
;against Richard Nixon, is evident.
Although semi-documentary in style,
the film is paced as well as any Hitch.
cock thriller. It is only throuph visual
statements that the movie attempts to
comment on history. Director Pakula
does this by contrasting the well-lit,
open atmosphere of the scenes shot
in the recreated newsroom of the
Post with the dark, meanacing at.
mosphere of Washington at night.
Hoffman, In the far more in-
teresting role, plays Bernstein wiJha
frantic, nail-biting intensity, while
Redford's Woodward never once
loses his Waspy cool through
countless all-nighters and cups of
coffee. Jason Robards (as Ben
Bradlee) and Hal Holbrook (as
Deepthroat) are often more in-
teresting to watch than America's
two great sex symbols, but, as
Hoffman was quoted as saying, All
The President's Men is necessarily
notan actor's film.
eNicholas&Alexandral
Ntchotas and Alexandra. Directed
by Franklin Schaffner. With Janet
Suzman, Michael Jayston. 170
minutes, color, 1971. Wed., Nov. 19,
IOp.m.
Based on Robert Massie's book ol
the same title, Nicho/as and
Alexandra is a psychological portrait
of the last Russian czar and his wife
and their tragic failure to un-
derstand the historical context in
which they rule. The film covers the
period from World War I to the
Bolshevik revolution and combines
historical vignettes with the drama,
intrigue, and tragedy involved in the
personal lives of Nicholas.
Alexandra, their hemophiliac son
Alexis, and the diabolical mont
Rasputin.
Nicholas is well-meaning but he
lacks the necessary vision and
charisma to prevent the rise of the
revolution which is ultimately
responsible for the loss of seven
million lives. His personal life is
troubled by the heir_apparent's
illness and Rasputin's powerful and
hypnotic influence over the
emotionally vulnerable Alexandra.
This, in addition to the ruling
family's ignorance of the nature of
the Russian people, helps to brin,l
both Russia and its' rulers to thell
tragic and violent downfall.
As director of this mammoth mill,
Franklin Schaffner must tackle the
inevitable problem of compressing an
immense amount of material into I
unified, complete, and cinematicallY
leJitimate work. This is perhaps I
task better left undone, but the!~
actina by Janet Suunan awl Micn-
Jayston nonetheless makes NiC}r~
and A/eJCllndra a fascinatinl -?
compellina psycholo,icat In-
terpretation of this tulmultUOU$
period in Russian history.
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Singers Open Season At Home
By C.L. ROGERS
The Kenyon College Chamber
Singers began their fall tour with a
concert in Rosse Han last Friday
night. On the program was music by
Lasso, J .S. Bach, Samuel Barber and
others. From Kenyon, the group
went to Chicago to perform at a
circuit of churches and high schools.
The Chamber Singers are the
brainchild of Music Department
Chairman Daniel V. Robinson. This
is only their second season, and, fora
group that young, their recent
performance was admirable. The
group is a mixed choir of 31 voices.
As Mr. Robinson remarked last week
in an interview: •'The group is almost
evenly divided between the four
classes .... which surprised me. The
younger members have really worked
hard to become part of the group."
Although the performance was
noteworthy, it unfortunately had its
problems. Generally, the soprano
section was a touch overpowering
and at times a little flat. This caused
problems in balance since the altos,
conspicuously the best section, got
'lost under the sopranos. This is not
to say that the sopranos didn't
perform admirably, just a little too
loudly every once ill a while.
On an even more general level, I
thought that the spirit of some of the
music was lacking. In the Cantante
Domino by Hans Leo Hassler and
the Lober den Herm by J .S. Bach,
the praises being sung unto the Lord
were sung in a rather lackluster
fashion, not at all reflecting the spirit
of the piece. The Bach was the only
piece on the program to be ac-
companied by instruments (harp-
sichord and cello) which we found to
be superfluous. The choir swamped
the instruments, rendering them
unnecessary.
During Samuel Barber's Anthony
o Daly, the choir showed that it was
quite capable of a fortissimo sound,
but for some reason had refrained
from using it throughout the rest of
the program. These songs by Barber
are extremely complicated, and the
choir should be commended for an
admirable performance of them.
Mr. Robinson's direction should
be commended also. The group has
had barely two months to practice,
and he has succeeded in molding
them into a fine chorus. His
familiarity with the music also
showed a knowledge of and a
dedication of his work.
Should the few problems men-
tioned here be ironed out, the
Chamber Singers will undoubtedly
produce that professional sound of
which they are obviously capable.
They are a credit to the Music
Department and to the College and
the community would do well to take
note.
KCDC's 'Hay-Fever' Proves To Be 'Openly Seductive'
ByELIZABETH SMITHSON
llnd ROBIN MUSSER
Last Thursday evening, the
Kenyon College Dramatic Club took
a verbal stab at Victorian prudery
and hypocrisy in a timely post-
election show of theatricality.
Using the brittle banter of Noel
Coward, the delightful cast of Hay
Fever effortlessly brought English
society to its knees. The eccentric
Bliss family danced circles around
their bewildered houseguests and sent
them back to London rather earlier
than expected. The Blisses, uniquely
unconcious of themselves in British
society, ignore its fundamental law:
discretion. Each family member
invites, without telling the others, a
singularly inappropriate houseguest,
foreshadowing "the darkest
Saturday through Monday ever."
Each guest is present for the express
purpose of open seduction: Judith
flapper, has her hooks into a
dashing, stuffy diplomat, Richard
Greatham (Damian Young); the
vaguely artistic and certainly un-
polished son, Simon (Crocker
Nevin), pines after his sophistocated,
'statuesque' Myra (Allison Janney);
and if that were not enough, (as it
most certainly is for Clara, the maid
(Deborah Cooperman) who only
wants to smoke, Mr. Bliss (Robert
Paine) invites mousey Jackie
Coryton (Ayars Hemphill), whose
identity entirely escapes him.
The guests arrive within minutes of
one another and are either whisked
away by a Bliss family member or
entirely ignored. By the end of the
evening Judith has shuffled them
into matches of her own liking and
elicited marriage proposals for each
unnerved couple.
The next morning there is a
dismaying breakfast; "The had-
dock's disgusting," says Myra while
Sandy battles a bout with the hie-
the most extraordinary manner these
days."
The play is an ext eme ly en-
tertaining one, if a bit predictable,
and the weaknesses are obvious.
Coward has created one-
hands. The simpering, shy moved effectively on stage. His
wallflower is an easy stereotype to opening scene witt. Jackie was
fall into, but Ayars lent real subtlety, nicely executed. The mood Young
humor and compassion to her was able to create with sparse
character. Perhaps the most won- dialogue was quite remarkable.
derful surprise of the evening was Christopher Smith gave an equally
effective performance. He had
many appropriate mannerisms for
his character; he created an im-
pression of bumbling stupidity
merely by running across the stage.
Director. !!!omas T,.rgeon and Allison Mackie
dimensional, cartoon like characters. Allison Janney. She has previously
However, the cast, under the been given roles where she has very
direction of Mr. Thomas Turgeon, little to say, but as Myra Arundel,
managed to transcend these defects she proved herself to 'be well up to the
Allison MrlClcie,Crocker Nevin and Wendy McLeod
Bliss (Allison Mackie), a gracelessly cups. Finally the family argues about
aging, frequently retired member of Parisan Street locations in Mr. Bliss'
the London stage invites a star-struck new novel, as their guests steal away
and athletic youth, Sandy Tyrell from what they consider a mad
(Christopher Smith); her daughter house. "How very rude," declares
Sorel (Wendy McLeod), the cynical Judith, "People really do behave in
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One factor that helped was the
enormous energy level on stage.
Allison Mackie was particularly
energized and when she moved about
on stage it was difficult not to watch
her. The cast as a whole worked
together very effectively.
When it comes to the houseguest
part of the cast, each perfonnance
stands out separately. Ayars
Hemphill's performance was
wonderful. Her characterization
seemed throughly thought out, down
to the way she walked and moved her
Luggage - Shoe Repair 8001$
216S. Main St. -MountV"man
393--7356
Mon.-Thurs. 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fridays 9:30 a.m.·9 p.m.
Susie Lamb's costumes were
l. beautiful, and made the visual
~ picture on stage enjoyable. Dan
~ Parr's set was fine, though when one
~ looked at Lamb's color scheme, and
~ then at Parr's, it was hard to believe
0") that the designers had cooperatedi. with one another, which is a shame,
because the individual results were so
satisfying.
In short, Hay Fever was fun to
watch and a very pleasant evening of
theatre.
task of memorizing her lines. One of
the most memorable moments in
Bolton history occured when she
drew herself up to her full height
(which is imposing all by itself) and
lashed out at Judith. Her energy,
humor, and captivating stage
presence will not be quickly forgotten
by anyone who saw the play.
While the male houseguests were
given less imposing roles, both
Damian Yeung and Christopher
Smith delivered good performances.
Young was a perfect diplomat and
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Season of Field' Hockey Continues on to Nationals
By KAREN ROCKWELL
. With three seconds left in double-
) overtime of the women's field hockey
Midwest Regional semi-final last
Friday, the score was tied 1-1 when
Susie Morrill gained control of the
ball and quickly turned to
sophomore wing Nina Klein, saying
"This is it!" With that, the junior
halfback deftly flicked the ball past
the scrambling West Virginia
,Wesleyan goalie, thus propelling
, Kenyon's 1980 field hockey squad
into the National Tournament.
The Ladies entered the Midwest
Regional Tournament as an un-
derdog team. Of the eight teams
there, six, including host school
Denison University, were state
champions. The two at-large teams
were assigned to play the two top Junior Anne Himmelrighl
Rugby Club Routs Ohio State
By JOE REAGAN
Saturday, November S, 1980has to
be the greatest day in the short
history of the Kenyon Rugby Club.
Not only did Kenyon thoroughly
outplay Ohio State's "B" team en
route to a 21-0 victory, but they also
hosted a home game for the first
time,
Eleventh hour preparations got the
field ready for play (nobody noticed
the dimensions of the goal posts,
Graham). Considering the weather, a
good crowd turned oUI to get their
first taste of rugby. Comments from
the new fans ranged from "Are they
crazy?" to "Kill 'em!" For the most
part, the spectators were fascinated
by this exciting game.
Kenyon turned in its best per-
formance of the year, looking
especially good in the first half. Tom
Newman blazed for three tries, two
off of Frank Top passes and one off a
beautiful kick by Earl Scruggs. The
serum had a good day continuing its
reputation for outhining the other
team. The toe of E. Graham Robb
added nine points to the effort and
his kicking kepi OSU in bad position
throughout the game.
Kenyon's "B" team played a good
game in tying the Buckeyes 4-4.
"Ax" broke one run for Kenyon's
points. Rob Reading, playing eight
man, showed that he is still a mean
player.
Despite the foamy beer, Kenyon's
Ruggers once again dominated the
party. Say what you want about the
team, they sure can sing. AU around,
it was the best (and probably only)
day of rugby there has ever been in
Gambier.
Inconsistency Plagues Women's Volleyball
Through Final Loss To Mount Union
BY MARTHA LORENZ
Kenyon's volleyball team ended its
inconsistent season last Monday with
a 13-15 mark. The squad. 15-11 last
year, was knocked out of the Satellite
Tournament by Mt. Union. The
Freshman Karla Weeks
Ladies are losing only three seniors to
graduation, though, so they hope to
come back strong next year.
The team closed out the regular
season with three losses in its last
four matches. The Ladies were
without the services of hard-hitting
spiker Hilary Sparks for all of those
contests, and were also missing lop
setter Lauren Weiner in losses to
Wooster and Denison. After ending
up on the short end of 15-9, 15-11
scores against Wooster, Kenyon
dropped a match to rival Denison,
15-7, 15-5. With Weiner back in the
line-up, the squad lost a squeaker to
Mt. Vernon Nazarene, 15-10, 16-14,
but finished the season on a positive
note, bouncing Malone, II-IS, 15-6,
15-9.
The Satellite Tournament was a
tremendous disappointment for
Coach Sandy Martin. "We definitely
had the potential to beat Mt. Union,
but we couldn't seem 10 get our
offense set up. We didn't play
aggressively and had some inex-
plicable problems receiving their
.serves. We got way berund i~,the first
game, then came back, but we made
some mistakes and beat ourselves."
Indeed, the 17-15, 15-7 defeat was
not at all indicative of the way the
Ladies are capable of playing. All
season, the team's serving ability
improved, but at the Satelfites, this
usually strong facet of the Ladies
attack was pretty quiet. Another
highlight of what Martin termed a
"fairly productive" year was the use
of short sets in game situations. The
coach is looking forward to next
year, when Sparks, Karen Stevenson,
Monica Holwarth, and Karla Weeks
will be returning starters .
The VII. Happy HoursDaily 3p,m,-6 p.m.Mon .• Tues., & Sal.3 p,m.-2:30a,m,
Sunday Special 5 p.m.-8 p.m.
Pill..l,.SOUP or Salad. . $2.00
Special Prices/or Kenyon Students on 'IIIFood
c.;1
• '&,~,Smith s eo,
• f.5f HARDWARE. P ...1NTS. HOUSEWARES AND l ...WN SUPPLIES
• ~ V~/olE&MULBERR Y STREETS • MOUNT VERNON. OHIO 4JOjO t6141l97.1H,
• - - -- - - -- -
seeded teams in the first round. Thus score. Following tournament rules
Kenyon played Marion College of play resumed for a 7 v.z minute
Marion, Indiana, the second place overtime period, to be follOwed by
seed, in their first game. The Marion another 7 v.z minute period if the tie
Titans fell to the Ladies in an ex- had not. been broken. At the end of
tremely hard-fought game. Kenyon' these two periods, a tie score Would
took the early lead on a goal by Anne . result in a flick-off between the two
Himmelright just 3V, minutes into teams. Kenyon's indomitable co-
the game. This was to be the only captain, halfback Morrill, Scored
goal of the game. with three seconds left in the second
Play centered in the midfield with overtime period to break the tie.
control of the ball passing frequently The next day, the Ladies returned
between the two rather evenly- to Denison, to play the Big Red in the
matched teams. Kenyon proved to longed-for rematch. Those on the
" have offensive control of the ball in" - bench _{including senior left Wing
0' h .the striking circle with greater Reed Valliant, w 0 sprained her
~ frequency than their opponents, as ankle playing ~against. W. VA.
} the Ladies outshot the Titans 12-4. Wesleyan), and the numerous
~ Ginger Deely was credited with only Kenyon friends and fans in the standsl 1 save while the Marion goalie was saw the Ladies lose a heartbreaking'
credited with 3. This win put Kenyon game to Denison, 3-1. The game was
into the quarterfinals against West scoreless throughout most of the first
Virginia Wesleyan College, which half, until Denison inner Courtney
had defeated Hope College, the McLennan scored at 32 minutes into
Michigan champions. the period. The Ladies tried to regain
By this time the team was looking control in the second half, bufwert
ahead to the finals, in which they thwarted by Denison's left inner,
envisioned a rematch of the Ohio Joanne Passano, who scored ten
State tournament between Kenyon minutes into the period. Wendy Bd
and Denison. This rematch almost came through again for Kenyon ten
didn't occur, as the halftime score of minutes later. Kenyon hopes rose
I-I held at the end of the regular again, only to be dashed as Denison
period. West Virginia Wesleyan had gained offensive control and scored
taken an early lead on a goal by left on a goal by Clarke '¥eidlein with a
The "indomitable" ccrcuptain Susie Morrill
wing Missy McCloskey five minutes minute remaining. Denison finished
into the half. Kenyon launced an first in the region; Kenyon, second;
offensive battle that culminated in a and the University of Wisconsin at
goal by Wendy Eld, sophomore Stevens Point, third.
center halfback, with just four • c.pIn ... . .. ! 1..H •• nl , •.minutes remaining. In the second ... 1hrr •• , ..• 1 '-1•... _ ,
half, both learns dug in defensively G•• d. ... . .. Noo1.... .....•
and although the Ladies outshot the ow .... , ....... ..,
Bobcats 17 to 5, neither team could
eotoHial sm.«, CUJea,
101South Main St., Mt. Vernon
Phone 397-7380
Traditional Clothing
by
Austin-Reed, Pendleton, Cricketeer, Sero
------------------------------~TWO FOR
ONE.
Buy one Rax Roast Beef Sandwich ™
at the regular price and get another
one free with this coupon.
Each coupon requires
a separate purchase, iUIX· I
I
I
I
With Kenyon 1.0, 10"1. Off Total Bill
IL ~
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Stubborn Purple Raider Defense Shuts Down Lords
By MARTHA LORENZ
Kenyon's football squad closed its
season with a 2()...() loss to powerful
Mt. Union last Saturday. The Lords,
who finished with a 3-6 record, had
opportunities to score, but turnovers
did them in.
Trailing 7-0 early in the second
period, Kenyon drove all the way
from its own I-yard-line to the Mt.
Union 10. Keyed by the strong
running of tailback Jim Mazzella and
the passing of John Coffey, the
Lords marched 91 yards to face a
first down situation at Mt. Union's
eight. However, there the drive
stalled; after MazZella lost a couple I
and Coffey's pass to Dave Graham
fell incomplete, Frank Kaloz picked
'off Coffey's next toss, stifling
Kenyon's threat. The first half ended
withMr. Union leading 7-0.
Phil Tartt scored the second of his
tWOtouchdowns with 6:45 remaining
in the third quarter to put Mt. Union
up 13-0 (the extra point was
blocked). The Lords looked like they
would get on the/board at 9:15 of the
final period, but after a 53-yard
march, Coffey was stopped on third
and fourth down plays at Mt.
Union's one yard line.
Mt. Union scored again, this time
on a IS-yard run by Paul Roniger.
Rich Gershem's extra point made it
20-0 with only six minutes left in the
game. The Lords threatened once
more, moving from their own 20 to
the Mt. Union 10, but Mike Handel's
pass was intercepted in the end zone,
deflating any hopes Kenyon had for a
miracle comeback.
The Lords actually ran more plays
than Mt. Union (76 to 67) and racked
up 300 total yards to their opponents'
342, but turnovers (five in-
terceptions) spelled doom for them.
Mt. Union was able to control the
game on the ground, rolling up 285
yards on 61 carries.
Looking back on the season, head
coach Tour McHugh said that he was
"generally pleased" with the way his
squad performed. "We were very
competitive against some of the best
teams in the country; our schedule
was a good measuring stick of how
far away Kenyon is from being able
to beat the best DiVision IIIteams in'
the country," McHugh noted. "Our
seniors did a hell of a job, and it will
be tough to replace them, but we
have a good nucleus for next year.
The guys were team-oriented and
worked very hard; I'm looking
forward to next year ."
The Lords announced the
recipients of their various awards at
Sunday's Sports Banquet. Senior
John Washko, an ironman who
played all 60 minutes of Saturday's
contest, was elected Most Valuable
Player by his teammates .. M~lla,_
Kenyon's leading rusher, was tabbed
Offensive Back of the Year, and
senior center Mike Ginley was
Offensive Lineman of the Year. Co-
Captain and linebacker Doug Beach
was selected as Defensive Back of the
Year, and standout sophomore
middle guard Zack Space was named
Defensive Lineman of the Year.
g: Mark Mastrorocco, a freshman
~ . defensive back, received the Hoag
\\l Award. The Captain-elect for the
~ 1981 season will be named early next
week.Junior Wi/back Jim Ginley splitting the seams of the Purple &iderdefense,
Research Of Kenyon Senior Allows Quantitative View Of Pitchers
ByMARK ESPOSITO
"Is Nolan Ryan worth a million
dollars?"; and other assorted
questions on the value of starting
pitchers in professional baseball were
subtracted from the team's average
attendance in ten games. The
resulting number is the amount of
fans the pitcher has brought into the
stadium. This number can be
negative, meaning the pitcher has
kept fans away from the game. "For
example," says Archer, "Ed
Figueroa, in the last three years has
kept 133,779 fans out of Yankee
Stadium!" The number can also be
positive; the Phillies' Steve Carlton is
an example. This number is
multiplied times the number of
starts, then limes the ticket price,
This results in a true value of the
pitcher to the ball club.
"A problem occurs in what the
ticket price really is," says Archer,
"on the one hand, the pitcher thinks
all the fans sit in the ten dollar seats,
while management feels the fans sit
in the cheap seats.
"There arc other factors that;ha\lC'
to be taken into consideration 'when
applying the attendance of the game
to the pitcher, such as weather,
opposition, the opposing pitcher,t and the day of the week." These
.; factors can effect the attendance
e during a pitcher's: particular, game,
~ Bad weather will keep fans" from
l:: games, while a good opposition and
~.or opposing pitcher can bring to the
stadium mare fans than usual.
Certain days of the week teqd tp
~d:,,~w:..:m:O:':'''':f.~n:':'':'~h:.n:...o:t~h:'='~''~f:m:...~:::::::::=..... ::==:::::::::::::::::~
.
bring in the fans," says Archer,
"since the pitcher is normally the
decisive factor in whether or not the
fan will go to the game." With this in
mind Archer has developed a theory
which determines the value of the
pitcher, through the amount of fans
Jim Archer discussing the value of Ihe starting pilcher.
the topics of discuss ion at Jim
Archer's lecture last Wednesday.
Jim, a Kenyon senior, has been
working on his theory of the value of
the starting pitcher in baseball's free
agent market for the last three years.
"The eircher is what's going to
the pitcher himself draws to the
game compared to the "average
pitcher on the team".
'-"he process works like this; each
pitcher must have pitched ten 'home
games. The attendance for the ten
games is added up and this figure. is
example, a Saturday will always draw
higher than a Monday.
Archer has also noticed other
variables that will affect the at-
tendance of a pitcher. "If a pitcher
raps the fans or management, his
attendance tends to drop. An
example is Jim Palmer of Baltimore,
who rapped management during '\
three game stand in Baltimore, and
his attendance dropped remarkably.
The fans also go to see players who
are loyal to the club." Players who
are brought up through the farm
system, and remain with the system,
also tend to have a loyal group of
fans. And although there are a lot of
factors that tend to effect at-
tendance, including. opening day, a
double header, hat day, erc.,
Archer's·theory tends to average out
these factors.
The significance of all of Archer's
.. c
work has been clearly demonstrated
as data on each pitcher who fits the
ten home game criteria obtained over
the last three years has been asked for
by several major league ball teams
and Bowie Kuhn, commissioner of
baseball.
THE SWEET SHOPPE
"The Besr Choco/ares in Town"
7 West VIDe
Mt Vo-rnOI1
-Also Available In
The Bookstorf'-
has the best of
Levis, Hang Ten and D.C.
jeans and accessories
in its KASUAL
MEN'S em
The-GALLERY.. .
in the Mt. vs.non
Shopping Plaza.
Weatso feature a large s encn of CARDS AND GIFTS
FIVE-POINT DRIVE THRU
AND CARRY OUTFor overnight visits byParents and FriendsCall the
, CURTIS MOTOR HOTEL
397-4334
on the public square in Mount Vernon
MAVIS
SPORTING GOODS
"Everything in Sports"
Athletic Wear, Equipment, Shoes
1335. MainSt., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Hunting & Fishing Shop
117S. Main 51., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
"One of the finest selections of
imported beers and wines in Central Ohio!"
701W. Main St., Mt. Vernon
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m.-12:30 a.m.
Sunday 10a.m.-10 p.rn,
Special or Large Orders! Please call 2
to 3 days in advance! Call 397-7771
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Four Students Nominated For Prestigious Fellowships
continued/rom page one
Specifically, Kaye Lynn plans to
look at houses from the viewpoint of
sculpture and the "atmosphere" they
thereby create, and from the
viewpoint of the houses as they serve
as dwellings. This will entail, as she
points out, "studying how the
cultural environment has affected the
designs and how the physical en-
vironment has affected them."
Because of her exposure to art,
Kaye Lynn has come to view houses
as a reflection of the people who
dwell therein. She chooses to con-
centrate on Japanese domestic ar-
chitecture because, as she states,
"Japan is one of the few accessible
places in which the housing ar-
chitecture has not been absorbed by
the architecture of a conquering
culture. Also, the Japanese think
about space in an aware way because
they must. They have realized that as
industrialization comes, they need to
start preserving their culture or it will
go. We, in America, also need to
think about what kind of space
people need and how to solve the
problem, without building
skyscrapers, so people can lead
productive lives."
Scott Paisley is a double major in
Psychology and English. His
proposal stems from an interest of
outside academic world, namely,
bicycles. Scott wished to travel to
Europe and study the art of bicycle
building in order to achieve the goal
of his proposal, which is "to design
and build a bicycle better suited to
commuting, primarily, but for both
commuting and touring."
The details of Scott's plan include,
first, a bicycle tour of parts of
Europe. He would start from Milan,
Italy. where there is apparently a
"whole flock" of builders. Finally,
he would tour England, where he
plans so stop to visit the Raleigh and
Reynolds facilities, big names in the
bicycle world. Scott describes the
purpose of this part of his plan as
being "to get exposure to the range
applying for Watson Fellowships, So
that the application process seems to
be worthwhile in itself.
Scott Paisley sums up the Watson
Fellowship quite nicely in a single
statement: "The watson is a pretty
amazing fellowshio. mainly because
it allows you to futrui a aream."
interest spurred my own feelings. 1
discussed my ideas with people and
established contacts with people who
have an interest in folk dance and in
the significance of popular culture.
and who are more willing to expose
me to it." Margaret stresses her
feeling that "throughout time. dance
has been important, and when I saw
how important it is even today in the
Celtic cultures, 1 realized how folk
dancing serves as a connection with
the past for these peoples. I would
like to fill in some of the gaps in the
historical accounts of dance,
especially Celtic folk dancing."
All four of Kenyon's Watson
Fellowship nominees have developed
proposals which reflect an interest
they have had for many years and
would like to study in depth.
Also, the four nominees all stress
that their feelings for their respective
interests have beel1_3larified and
strengthened through the process of
and variety of European builders."
A second aspect of Scott's
proposal encompasses two ap-
prenticeships which he has obtained
in England. First, he mentions a six-
month apprenticeship with a bicycle
shop in London, Condor Cycles,
which sells its own frames. "This
would function as a training ex-
perience and as exposure to the
London cycling community, which
would help me in gauging what
people want and what various ideas
other people have," Scott notes. The
second apprenticeship, a 12-month
stint in Leeds with a bicycle builder,
Scott describes as being strictly a
building experience. "Iwant to build
the bicycle Idesign," he adds.
Scolt suggests that the art of
bicycle building is a cross between
jewelry work and tailoring, because
of the precision involved and the
adjusting of a bicycle to a rider.
Mar aar et Siesfeld, a History
major, wishes to go to Europe to
study the significance of the
resurgence of Celtic folk dance. She
will concentrate on folk dancing III
Brittany, but she would also like to
visit England, Ireland, Wales, and
Scotland for similar purposes.
Specifically, she states that her
proposal entails "studying the
resurgence as it provides the various
• Celtic subcultures with some sort of
common cultural expression and a
separate identity."
The original basis for Margaret's
proposal comes, she says, from the
Dance History course she took as a
sophomore, in which she began to
notice the deficiencies in the study of
dance. Then, she spent her junior
year in Paris, where she lived with a
Breton family. "This is where my
interest in obtaining a Watson
Fellowship developed. Having had
an interest in dance already, my
exposure to people who shared this
..................
• •• Village Bicycle •
• Shop •« •
« •« SALES-SERVICE •
• New: Fuji's & Miyatas •
• Quality Used Bicycles ..
.. Full line of accessories It
.. Lower Level Farr Hall ..
.. 427-3404 Noon-s If-
« •.*.** ..****•••
Social Board Adjusts
Priorities For Big Event
Printing Arts Press. Inc.
P.o. Bo" 43 I • 8028 Newerk "oea
MI. Vernon. Ohio 43050
(614)397-6106
~c r .;<ll y ......,. p"i"t"'~1 " •. ,",~1.,
• business forms • magazines
• posters • flyers
• booklets • stationery
• brochures • books
• newsletters • name cards
• resumes • wedding announcements
By STEVEN ROSENBUSH
Social Board has announced a new programming direction this venr.
Chainnan Brcnt Clark stated recently that the group will focus il~
resources to produce several large and rnernor able events. The
organization will no longer be funding private parties.
The new objectives are the result of the group's unity and en-
thusiasm. As Clark said, "I am very enthused with the fact that Social
Board is working closely together this year and cooperating to provide
the community with the diverse social activities it wants."
The group will produce a concert between Thank sgiving and
Christmas. This will be followed by a major event in Fehruarv. Thie
event will require two-thirds of Social Board's endowment. Money i, a
limiting factor in the selection of performers. The last major event or
the year will be an outdoor' 'Summer Send-Off."
Social Board will also sponsor smaller events dispersed thr ouphout
the year. Dance, mime and comedy are considcrat ions.
Social Board recently surveyed student's taste in music. "Rock and
roll, new wave, Southern rock, and old jazz ranked highest." ac-
cording to Clark. These interests will be reflected in the' selection of
performers, he said.
~~~~
No Membership Fees or Dues
Complete Alfangemenls tor
AIRLINE
STEAMSHtP
CRUISES
MOTORCOACH &
RAILTOURS
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U S. & FOREIGN
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GLCA Women s Conference Proves Protacatiie 397-2091
continued/rom page one
ing" said Art Professor Joyce Parr.
"There is a need to go beyond the
'discipline-bound tradition' of
teaching found today on campuses.
By moving towards a tradition of
education which is not static, and
involves equal responsiveness to men
and women. we can look at things
concerning women on campuses in a
new way."
Elaine Reuben, coordinator of the
National Women's Studies
Association, provided insights on the
rights and responsibilities of
feminists.
Health Care. Theories of Feminism.
Affirmative Action. Sexual
Preference. and Folk Art (led by
Terry Schubach and Joyce Parr).
A highlight of the conference was
the concert by Kristin Lerna. a noted
feminist singer. Several ernrnenent
guests, including Louise Bcmikow.
author of Among Women, and
1 PUBLIC SQUARE
MT. VERNON. OH.
SO YOUNEVERHAVETOTRAVELALONE
Starting Friday
The theme of the feminist trans-
'formation was explained in various
lectures, panel discussions,
workshops, movies, and informal
meetings. These generated ideas in
the exchanging of information.
Specific topics included, "Science
and Feminism", (led by History
Professor Joan Cadden), Women's
Terror Train
Starring
Ben Johnson and
Jamie Lee Curtis Cl{ltiq"e ~i't .. ,or that
Special cper ..olt, iltc!udiltt/
Rated R
"Bea"ti,,,l ,dewelry-Sterliltt/
Sit""r, ~old- ':Jillea-a
12 ~arat ~old; ~....a.-ae
"Boxe.. ,rom CPolana,~ltaias
<nIexico; Silk 'lCallet .. ""a
cp"r ......;-"EtoCkq_OH Set ..;
":B:...ketw.:.re; Q.iltea alta
£'eatlter el"tcl. -~ ..;S"eae'
alta £.ea titer <g(oue..;
Sltetlalta <U:lools.,.,.,.ter ..
alta otlter ,ilte dotltiltt/
You 'itfind happy shopping in
our sportswear & lingerie depts Tue.. Th .• Sal.. Sun. 2 c.m .. 4:30. 7:15.9:~5:Mon,.Wed" Fri.7:15pm.. 9:45: Frl,
a set. midnight
Borderline
Starring
Charles Bronson
A Fine Store In A Fine Town
Downtown Mount Vernon
397-4433 Rated PG
Tue .. Th.. sal., Sun.2p.m.. 4:30.7,9:30;
Mon.. Wed.. Fri.7 p.m.. 9:30:Fri.& sat.
midnightTHE BEST OF
NATIONAL
BRANDS
FOR LESS
S Main 5t at E Oh", Ave
DowntO'>l>nl.I(lunt "elnon
Phone 39J·FUC Bring in this ad and receive a 10070discount.
